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historical Kiev. The centre of all adventures is that city, ruled by
a dateless Vladimir.   There is a ballad to tell us how Dobrynja
brought a wife for Vladimir (Rybnikov 9, Speranski?, Dobrynja-
svat); and it is a fact that Vladimir Ps uncle Dobrynja was his
proxy with Rogneda, daughter of Rognvolod (Ragnvald) of Polock,
before 980; but in the ballads Vladimir's wife is always Apraksja or
Opraksja, who is to be identified with a certain Eupraxia who fell
into Batu's hands about 1237.  It is supposed that Vladimir and
his heroes vanished from history with the downfall of his kingdom
before the Tatars.  This occurred at the battle of Kalka in 1224,
which gives the first shadow of a historical fact in the 'byliny'.
The event is remembered in a highly novelesque manner in IIja
and Kalin (Rybnikov 7, &c., Speranskii, IVja i Kalin-caf), where
the enemy's name may be derived from the battle.   The Tatars
unexpectedly made no immediate use of their victory, and it was
left to Batu to consummate their triumph in 1238-40.   Batu's
prowess is remembered in the ballad of Dobrynja's tribute-carrying
(Rybnikov 8, Speranskii, Dobrynja i Vasilii Kazimirov), in which,
however, Dobrynja's comrade bears the name of a personage
famous in the Moscow-Novgorod war of 1470-80.   In some
accounts of the disaster the enemy leader is said to be Mamai, who
fought in 1380 (Speranskii, IVja i Mamat); and in others a leading
role is played by Ermak (e.g. Rybnikov 7), the conqueror of
Siberia in 1581-4. Muscovite notes and customs are seen through-
out the 'byliny', and indicate creation or reformation during the
fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries.   Allowing for all
that may be due to forgetfulness or wilful innovation, it remains
true that the picture offered by the 'byliny' is not that of the
historical Kiev (whatever elements of an older epos may be em-
bedded in them), but of an imaginary Kiev and more real Moscow
under the weakening domination of the Golden Horde, The Horde
is frequently mentioned, as are also the pagan Lithuanians; never
the historical Polovcy.  In all these poems the Russian heroes are
Christian and have quite forgotten the old pantheon, though they
have no specifically Christian impulses.1 They are collectively
styled *bogatyrij in deference to the Tatar 'batyr, bagadyr, bahatur',
1 Religious oral poems are called cduhovnye stihi' and are not included in
collections of *byliny>. An account of them is given in Professor and Mrs.
Chadwick's Growth of'Literature. For the sake of brevity they are not discussed
in this book, as, indeed, they have been omitted elsewhere except when not
formally distinguished from the secular poems.

